Prefixes--Laubach 4, Lesson 23A

Prefixes are added to the front of words.

Write il on each word. It means not, but is only used with words beginning with L.

(can read) literate _______________________(can not read)
(lawful) legal ___________________________ (not lawful)
(makes sense) logical ____________________ (no sense)
(readable writing) legible ___________________________ (not readable)

Write un on these words. It means not.

(cut up) cut ____________________________ (not cut up)
(can do) allowed ___________________________ (not allowed)
(funny) amusing ____________________________(not funny)

Write in on these words. In sometimes means not.

(right for people) justice ____________________________ (not right)
(living) organic _____________________________ (not living)
(normal) sane _____________________________ (not normal!)
Write re on these words. Re means back or again.

(look around)  turn  __________________________(go back)

(look at )  check  __________________________(check again)

(vote for) elect  __________________________(elect again)

(fix up)  decorate  __________________________

(fix up again)

Write inter on these words. Inter means between or among.

(about a nation)  national  __________________________

( among nations)

(about a person)  personal  __________________________

( among persons)

(a person’s race) racial  __________________________

( among races)

(about a school)  scholastic  __________________________

( between schools)